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Preface 

● The texts 01 and 02 concern the ICMI Study 24, School Mathematics Curriculum Reforms: 

Challenges, Changes and Opportunities, held in Tsukuba, Japan, 26-30 November 2018. My 

paper, ‘A Twin Curriculum Since Contemporary Mathematics May Block the Road to its 

Educational Goal, Mastery of Many’, is included in the 2018 Articles. The discussion document 

theme B, “Analysing school mathematics curriculum reforms for coherence and relevance” had 

five sub-questions, and I was asked to contribute to writing a chapter addressing key-question B2, 

“How are mathematics content and pedagogical approaches in reforms determined for different 

groups of students (for e.g. in different curriculum levels or tracks) and by whom? How do 

curriculum reforms establish new structures in content, stakeholders (e.g. students and teachers), 

and school organisations; and what are their effects?”, in short called mathematics for all.  

The first outline was scheduled to February 15, 2019. Having almost finished the outline, on 

February 12 we received a mail saying “The deadline for the chapter outlines has been extended 

until at least the end of February (from 15 February). I would like to open discussion between us on 

several matters.” On February 20 I sent in my response (see 02).  

I never got any reaction so on March 30 I sent a mail to the organizing committee saying “To 

stimulate our work, would it be an idea to send out a monthly or quarterly newsletter reporting on 

the progress and challenges being made and met?” No response came so I began writing a proposal 

for a contribution (se 01). Then on May 10 I got a mail saying “There will not be a separate chapter 

on key question 2”, to which I responded “I think that the question ‘math for all’ as focused on in 

the question B2 is so important that it deserves an answer. When mentioned at the conference that 

no paper addressed this I objected since my paper is addressing the question if it with a different 

way of organizing math education will be able to include all. Furthermore, I have written a first 

draft that I send on February 12. Moreover, I have collected a substantial amount of material to 

include, just waiting for an answer to my mail on February 20 and March 28. So I am going to write 

a chapter with the focus originally decided upon since I think the research question deserves an 

answer as mentioned above. I will send it to you as planned before at the end of June. You might 

then decide not to include it, it will be your choice, then I will publish it elsewhere since the 

question is very important and since the material, I have collected shows that it is indeed possible to 

have mathematics for all in different ways.” 

I then sent in my proposal before July 1 but heard nothing then or after the time limit for a reaction 

on August 15. So apparently my contribution will be the chapter that was commissioned and 

rejected without even being read. 

01. The same Mathematics curriculum for different students.  

The paper has the following chapters: 01. A need for curricula for all students 02. Addressing the 

need 03. Coherence and relevance 04. Parallel tracks to the main curriculum, examples 05. Pre-

calculus, typically the last mandatory curriculum 06. Precalculus in the Danish parallel high school, 

a case study 07. A refugee camp curriculum 08. Do we really need parallel curricula 09. 

Conclusion. 

02. Comments to a discussion paper 

● At the Genoa University April 8-11, Paolo Boero held an international workshop called 

‘Habermas’ elaboration on rationality and mathematics education’ over the Habermas text ‘Some 

further clarifications of the concept of communicative rationality’. I was allowed to give a short 

presentation. 

03. A Mathematics Teacher Using Communicative Rationality Towards Children 

● At Beijing Normal University June 28-30 2019, the 2019 Classroom Teaching Research for All 

Students Conference (CTRAS) took place with the conference theme ‘innovative practices and 

research initiatives in STEM integration that supports all students’ mathematics learning (..) The 
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conference will provide participants from around the world with the opportunity to share: 1) best 

practices of STEM integration; 2) the most contemporary STEM research initiatives; 3) innovative 

curriculum of STEM integration; and 4) professional development approaches for STEM 

educators.’ I contributed with a paper with a power point presentation, a proposal for a short 

presentation, a poster and a workshop, 04-08 

● At Paderborn University September 16-19 the third international conference on mathematics 

textbooks research and development, icmt3, will take place. Invitations were sent out to contribute 

with oral communications, workshops, posters, papers and symposia. I sent in one oral presentation 

(09), one paper (14), one workshop (11) and three posters (10, 12, 13). All were rejected except for 

the paper that was accepted for a ten minutes oral presentation. 

09. Developing the Child’s Own Mastery of Many, oral presentation 

10. Math Dislike Cured with Inside-Outside Deconstruction, poster 

11. Learning from The Child’s Own Mathematics, workshop 

12. Five Alternative Ways to Teach Proportionality, poster 

13. New Textbooks, but for Which of the 3x2 Kinds of Mathematics Education, poster 

14. Developing the Child’s Own Mastery of Many, paper. The abstract says: Sociological 

imagination sees continuing educational problems as possibly caused by a goal displacement 

making mathematics see itself as the goal instead of its outside root, mastery of Many. Typically, 

the number-language is taught inside-inside as examples of its meta-language. However, as the 

word-language, it can also be taught inside-outside, thus bridging it to the outside world it 

describes. So, textbooks should not reject, but further guide the mastery of Many that children bring 

to school. 

The chapters are called ‘is one curriculum and textbook for all students possible, meeting many, 

children bundle to count and share, textbooks for a question guided counting curriculum, textbook 

for a question guided adding curriculum, discussion and future research.’ 

15. The PowerPointPresentation is called ‘The Child’s Own Mastery of Many, Count & ReCount & 

DoubleCount, before Adding NextTo & OnTop’ and contains 43 slides. 

● At Freiburg Pädagogische Hochschule October 7-8 the third Educating the Educators 

International Conference on approaches to scaling-up professional development in maths and 

science education will take place. Invitations were sent out to contribute with oral presentation 

sessions in the three dimensions (personal, material and structural) to report on projects, approaches 

and research, workshop sessions actively involving all participants, discussion group sessions also 

actively involving all participants, poster sessions and materials market, allowing participants to 

exhibit interesting professional development materials (including classroom materials) and learn 

about other materials. 

The conference focused on three topics wanting to ‘serve as a lever and platform for international 

exchange about concepts and experiences. The aim is to present and discuss different approaches 

which ensure a high quality of the education of educators: 

* Personal dimension: Which roles, contents and activities have to be considered in the professional 

development courses for PD course leaders and facilitators in professional learning? 

* Material dimension: Which role can materials play in professional development for maths and 

science teachers (classroom materials, face-to-face PD materials and e-learning PD materials)? 

* Structural dimension: How can projects or initiatives for scaling up professional development 

look like and how can they be evaluated? 
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I sent in four proposals. One was rejected (16, sent as a poster for topic 3), two were accepted as 

posters (17 sent as a presentation for topic 1, 18 sent as a workshop for topic 2), one was accepted 

for presentation (19 sent as a discussion group 3). The proposal for a material market (21) was 

accepted. 

16. Addition-Free Math Make Migrants and Refugees Stem Educators 

17. Recounting Before Adding Makes Teachers Course Leaders and Facilitators 

18. Self-explanatory Learning Material to Improve your Mastery of Many 

19. Can Grounded Math and Education and Research Become Relevant to Learners 

20. The PowerPointPresentation is called ‘Can Grounded Mathematics & Education & Research  

become Relevant to Learners?’ and contains 54 slides. 

21. Recounting in Icon-Units and in Tens Before Adding Totals Next-To and On-Top, together with 

the posters presented at the stand. 

● The following note is handed out to students and to teacher to have a basic discussion of the need 

and form of mathematics education. 

22. What is Math - and Why Learn it? 

● This material is meant for high school to illustrate how algebra and geometry should be always 

together and never apart. 

23. Mathematics with Playing Cards 

● This math compendium is meant for a high school pre-calculus course to illustrate the point made 

in (01) that it is possible to start all over from the bottom in a pre-calculus course, and also to give 

an introduction to calculus presenting integral calculus before differential calculus. The 

compendium also includes several projects modeling real world problems. 

24. Mathematics Predicts, PreCalculus 

● In Växjö January 14-15, 2020, the Swedish Society for Research in Mathematics Education 

welcome to Madif 12, its twelfth research seminar in connection with the Matematikbiennalen 

2020. The theme of the seminar is ‘Sustainable mathematics education in a digitalized world’. I sent 

in three papers inspired by (01), one on early childhood education (25), and one on middle school 

(26), and one on precalculus (27) as well as two proposals for a workshop (28, 29). All were 

rejected. 

25. Sustainable Adaption to Quantity: From Number Sense to Many Sense 

The abstract says: Their biological capacity to adapt to their environment make children develop a 

number-language based upon two-dimensional block- and bundle-numbers, later to be colonized by 

one-dimensional place-value numbers with operations derived from a self-referring setcentric 

grammar, forced upon them by institutional education. The result is widespread innumeracy making 

OECD write the report ‘Improving Schools in Sweden’. To create a sustainable quantitative 

competence, the setcentric one-dimensional number-language must be replaced by allowing 

children develop their own native two-dimensional language. And math education must accept that 

its goal is not to mediate the truth regime of setcentric university math, but to develop the child’s 

already existing adaption to Many. 

The chapters are called: Decreased PISA Performance Despite Increased Research Mathematics and 

its Education, Biology Looks at Education, Philosophy Looks at Education, Psychology Looks at 

Education, Sociology Looks at Education, Meeting Many, Children Bundle to Count and Share, A 

Contemporary Mathematics Curriculum, The Difference to a Typical Contemporary Mathematics 

Curriculum, Mathematics as a Number-Language, Discussing Number Sense and Number 

Nonsense, Conclusion and Recommendation. 
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26. Per-numbers connect Fractions and Proportionality and Calculus and Equations Sustainable 

Adaption to Quantity: From Number Sense to Many Sense 

The abstract says: In middle school, fractions and proportionality are core subjects creating troubles 

to many students, thus raising the question: can fractions and proportionality be seen and taught 

differently? Searching for differences making a difference, difference-research suggests widening 

the word ‘percent’ to also talk about other ‘per-numbers’ as e.g. ‘per-five’ thus using the bundle-

size five as a unit. Combined with a formula for recounting units, per-numbers will connect 

fractions, quotients, ratios, rates and proportionality as well as and calculus when adding per-

numbers by their areas, and equations when recounting in e.g. fives. 

The chapters are called: Mathematics is Hard, or is it, The ICMT3 Conference, Different Ways of 

Seeing Fractions, Ratios and Rates, Per-numbers Occur when Double-counting a Total in two 

Units, Fractions as Per-numbers, Expanding and Shortening Fractions, Taking Fractions of 

Fractions, the Per-number Way, Direct and Inverse Proportionality, Adding Fractions, the Per-

number Way, Solving Proportionality Equations by Recounting , Seven Ways to Solve the two 

Proportionality Questions, A Case: Peter, about to Peter Out of Teaching, Discussion and 

Recommendation 

27. Sustainable Adaption to Double-Quantity: From Pre-Calculus to Per-Number Calculations 

The abstract says: Their biological capacity to adapt make children develop a number-language 

based upon two-dimensional block-numbers. Education could profit from this to teach primary 

school calculus that adds blocks. Instead it teaches one-dimensional line-numbers, claiming that 

numbers must be learned before they can be applied. Likewise, calculus must wait until precalculus 

has introduced the functions to operate on. This inside-perspective makes both hard to learn. In 

contrast to an outside-perspective presenting both as means to unite and split into per-numbers that 

are globally or piecewise or locally constant, by utilizing that after being multiplied to unit-

numbers, per-numbers add by their area blocks. 

The chapters are called: A need for curricula for all students, A Traditional Precalculus Curriculum, 

A Different Precalculus Curriculum, Precalculus, building on or rebuilding?, Using Sociological 

Imagination to Create a Paradigm Shift, A Grounded Outside-Inside Fresh-start Precalculus from 

Scratch, Solving Equations by Moving to Opposite Side with Opposite Sign, Recounting Grounds 

Proportionality, Double-counting Grounds Per-numbers and Fractions, The Change Formulas, 

Precalculus Deals with Uniting Constant Per-Numbers as Factors, Calculus Deals with Uniting 

Changing Per-Numbers as Areas, Statistics Deals with Unpredictable Change, Modeling in 

Precalculus Exemplifies Quantitative Literature, A Literature Based Compendium, An Example of 

a Fresh/start Precalculus Curriculum, An Example of an Exam Question, Discussion and 

Conclusion. 

28. A Lyotardian dissension to the early childhood consensus on numbers and operations. The 

chapter are called: Can sociological imagination improve mathematics education? Consensus and 

Dissension on Early Childhood Numbers & Operations. Time Table for the Workshop. 

29. Salon des Refusés, a Way to Assure Quality in the Peer Review Caused Replication Crisis? The 

chapter are called: Does Mathematics Education Research have an Irrelevance Paradox? The 

Replication Crisis in Science. Time Table for the Workshop. 

30. Bundle Counting Table. A guide to bundle-counting in pre-school. Written for the stand at the 

Matematikbiennale. 

31. Proposals for the 2020 Swedish Math Biennale. All were rejected. 

● At the Ho Chi Minh City University of Education December 7 a conference was held called 

‘Psychology and Mathematics education’. I was invited to give the plenary talk Saturday, which I 

named after the paper I send in (32), together with a Power Point Presentation (33). Sunday, I gave a 

talk on modeling to a group of master students. Monday, I gave a talk to a class of senior students on 
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a poster presentation from the ‘Educating the Educators’ conference in Freiburg, Germany, in 

October, and handed out the notes ‘What is Math - and Why Learn it?’ and  ‘Bundle Counting Table’. 

Tuesday, I gave a talk to the staff on research in mathematics education and networks to join and 

design research as a methodology to use when researching the implementation of the new activity-

based curriculum inspired by Kolb’s experimental learning theory.  

32. De-Modeling Numbers, Operations and Equations: From Inside-Inside to Outside-Inside 

Understanding 

The abstract says: Adapting to the outside fact Many, children internalize social number-names, but 

how do they externalize them when communicating about outside numerosity? Mastering Many, 

children use bundle-numbers with units; and flexibly use fractions and decimals and negative 

numbers to account for the unbundled singles. This suggests designing a curriculum that by replacing 

abstract-based with concrete-based psychology mediates understanding through de-modeling core 

mathematics, thus allowing children to expand the number-language they bring to school. 

The chapters are: 1. Introduction, 2. Materials/ Subjects and Methods, 2.1. Reflections on Different 

forms of Mathematics, 2.2. Reflections on Different forms of Psychology, 2.3. Merging 

Mathematics and Psychology, 2.4. De-modelling Digits, 2.4.1. Designing and Implementing a 

micro-curriculum, 2.5. Reflections on how to De-model Bundle-counting Sequences, 2.5.1. 

Designing and Implementing a micro-curriculum, 2.6. Reflections on how to De-model Operations, 

2.7. Reflections on how to Recount into Tens, 2.7.1. Designing and Implementing a micro-

curriculum, 2.8. Reflections on how to Model Double-counting with Per-numbers and Fractions, 

2.9. Reflections on how to De-model Trigonometry, 3.  Results and Discussion, 4. Conclusion.  

33. De-Model Numbers, Operations and Equations, PPP. 

34. Visit to Ho Chi Minh City University of Education December 7-13 2019. 

● The ICMT3 and Educating Educators conferences used peer-reviews, and in the first you were 

allowed to comment on the reviews  

35. Review 01 ICMT3 

36. Review 02 ICMT3 

37. Comments to ICMT3 Reviewers 

38. Educating Educators Reviews 
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